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Results 
 
Capital Cost -   £52,000 
Annual Savings -  £22,050 (56% electricity saving, of £19,050), across 4 

office buildings 
Simple Payback -   2.4 years 
Benefit Cost Ratio -  3.7 
CO2 savings -  54.6 t per annum 
Project Life -   10 years 
 
 
Background 
Department of Infrastructure (DOI) manage a number of office buildings for various 
government departments, including Court House, Prospect House, St. Georges Court 
and Illiam Dhone House.  All these offices have been surveyed and have the older 
generation T8 fluorescent lighting system.  
 
Fluorescent lighting is currently the most efficient way to light offices, but new 
technology lighting technology allows longer lamp life and lower energy 
requirements.  T5 lamps use considerably less electricity, last three times longer 
(24,000 hours service life versus 8,000 hours) and produce a better quality light with 
no flicker. 
 
The T5 tubes can either be retrofitted to T8 fittings using an adapter, or the lighting 
system can be redesigned to use new fittings and light positions.  Ideally the lighting 
system would be redesigned, however, this would require weekend working and 
office decants during the work, significantly increasing the cost to occupied offices.  

Above: T5 Adapter Kit, a set of three small electrical 
components that convert existing light fittings to the 
next generation energy saving fluorescent lamps 
 
Left: fitting of adapter kit and T5 tube into existing 

T8 or T12 fitting 



 
The compromise option is to use adapters to use existing fittings but change 
luminaires to T5 tube and disconnect power to surplus tubes, 4 tube fittings would 
be replaced with 2 T5 tubes, and 3 unit fittings would be replaced by 2 * T5 tubes, 
the end result being a 56% reduction in electricity requirements to provide the same 
level of light output.  T5 tubes are shorter than T8 tubes, and need a special 
electronic ballast to start and operate it, which avoids light flicker. 
 
 
Technology Used 
 “Save it Easy” T8 to T5 conversion kit.  www.saveiteasy.co.uk  
 

 
 
 
Benefits and Lessons Learned 
The savings are substantial in electricity terms, and further savings arise from less 
maintenance due to longer tube life. 
 
Due to T5 tubes giving greater light output, fewer tubes can delivery the same 
amount of light, so a 4-tube fitting can be adapted to operate on 2 T5 tubes, and a 
triple converted to a double, which increases the savings potential further. 
 
Staff should be informed of the change, and have the opportunity to suggest which 
fittings can have fewer tubes replaced, and to choose between “warm white” or “cool 
white” tubes. 
 
Should an office redesign or refitting be scheduled the opportunity should be taken 
to re-design lighting system to more fully utilise T5 technology by optimising light 
distribution and luminaire controls. 
 
 
Conclusions 
Ideally, lighting could be re-designed to obtain maximum benefit.  However, in most 
cases the pragmatic option is to improve what you have.   
 
Scheduled re-lamping can be combined with a T8 to T5 conversion for maximum 
value.  
 
Most buildings will have T8 or T12 fluorescent tubes, and will be candidates for a 
cost-effective project like this. 

Fluorescent Tubes are named 
according to tube width:  
T12 means 12 * 1/8th of an inch, 
T8 means 8 * 1/8th of an inch, 
T5 means 5 * 1/8th of an inch. 
 

http://www.saveiteasy.co.uk/

